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ELXR: a resource for rapid exon-directed sequence analysis<p>ELXR (Exon Locator and Extractor for Resequencing) streamlines the process of determining exon/intron boundaries and designing PCR and sequencing primers for high-throughput resequencing of exons. We have pre-computed ELXR primer sets for all exons identified from the human, mouse, and rat mRNA reference sequence (RefSeq) public databases curated by the National Center for Biotechnology Information. The resulting exon-flanking PCR primer pairs have been compiled into a system called ELXRdb, which may be searched by keyword, gene name or RefSeq accession number.</p>

Abstract

ELXR (Exon Locator and Extractor for Resequencing) streamlines the process of determining
exon/intron boundaries and designing PCR and sequencing primers for high-throughput
resequencing of exons. We have pre-computed ELXR primer sets for all exons identified from the
human, mouse, and rat mRNA reference sequence (RefSeq) public databases curated by the
National Center for Biotechnology Information. The resulting exon-flanking PCR primer pairs have
been compiled into a system called ELXRdb, which may be searched by keyword, gene name or
RefSeq accession number.

Rationale
With the vast amount of human genome sequence now pub-
licly available [1], many researchers are mining these data to
detect genetic variation with the hope of better understanding
human disease. Most genetic variations are in the form of sin-
gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions/dele-
tions. Of these, nonsynonymous SNPs are believed to be most
frequently associated with disease phenotypes [2] as they
may contribute to pathological amino-acid substitutions or
nonsense mutations in the protein product. Gene resequenc-
ing at the exon level has become the standard method of
detecting coding SNPs in human populations [3,4].

The process of resequencing individual genes is usually per-
formed at the exon level in the following manner. First, a mes-
senger RNA (mRNA) sequence from a gene of interest is
obtained from a sequence database, such as those available
from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) [5]. Next, the corresponding genomic sequence must

be identified and retrieved. Once both genomic and mRNA
sequences are obtained, exon/intron structure is determined
via sequence alignment of the two and/or tools for splice-site
prediction. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing
primer pairs are then designed such that they flank each exon.
Following PCR, the resulting amplicons containing individual
exons are sequenced and compared to the corresponding
sequences from other individuals in a population to detect
sequence variation. While often taken for granted, these ini-
tial design steps can be a significant informatics hurdle, and
if done improperly, can result in a waste of laboratory
resources.

To address these issues, we have developed an integrated
informatics tool, called ELXR, to accomplish the same goals
in a fraction of the time. ELXR is a web-based computer pro-
gram (CGI) that incorporates publicly available
bioinformatics tools into one sequence-analysis resource to
completely automate PCR/sequencing primer-pair design for
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resequencing exons and their flanking regions. Results
reported to the user include annotated genomic sequence
containing the query mRNA, start and stop codon locations,
and a per-exon display of primer pairs with their respective
locations and properties. Also located at the ELXR website is
a queryable database, ELXRdb, consisting of pre-computed
ELXR PCR/sequencing primer pairs for all human (15,365 as
of June 2002), mouse (8,583 as of June 2002), and rat (4,552
as of July 2003) entries from the NCBI-curated RefSeq
project [6]. ELXR and ELXRdb, along with documentation,
are freely available web services located at [7] and [8],
respectively.

Computational and testing resources
ELXR is being used to design PCR and sequencing primers
for the resequencing of 750 candidate genes implicated in
cardiovascular disease as part of the high-throughput SNP-
sequencing pipeline in the NHLBI Program for Genomic
Applications at University of Texas Southwestern University
(UTSW-PGA) [9]. ELXR was tested and validated using a ran-
domly chosen 14-gene subset, which collectively consisted of
154 putative exons determined by complementary DNA
(cDNA) to genomic sequence alignments. PCR was carried
out using the Advantage-GC 2 PCR Kit (Clontech). DNA
sequencing was carried out using the ABI PRISM BigDye Ter-
minators v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit, and sequence data was
collected on a 3730 DNA Analyzer, both of which are supplied
by Applied Biosystems.

The source code for ELXR was written using the Perl scripting
language and utilizes a general CGI module as well as various
BioPerl modules [10], including Seq and SeqIO for sequence
input and output processing, as well as the Tools::Sim4 and
Tools::Blast modules for Sim4 and BLAST output parsing.
Perl is available for all major operating systems and docu-
mentation and download information for BioPerl is available
from [11]. Graphical representation of aligned exons was
developed using Java.

Sequence processing and algorithm
Input for ELXR may be a RefSeq (mRNA) accession number
or a FASTA-formatted nucleotide sequence. Users may spec-
ify parameters related to primer picking options, species and
output format. The automatic design of exon-flanking prim-
ers is accomplished in several steps (Figure 1), beginning with
input processing. If the user input is a RefSeq accession
number, the genomic contig identifier may be extracted from
the NCBI LocusLink [6] annotation. If a FASTA-formatted
sequence is used as input or the cognate LocusLink entry does
not exist, a BLAST [12,13] search is performed to align the
input sequence to an NCBI-curated genomic contig. These
genomic sequence resources are available for download via
FTP at [14].

One issue that had to be resolved involved BLAST alignment
specificity when determining the correct parent genomic
sequence. For some mRNA queries, if only the top-scoring
BLAST result is chosen, erroneous, high-scoring matches can
result from alignments to pseudogenes or genomic duplica-
tions. For this reason, BLAST 'hits' are filtered by local align-
ment score as well as by the fraction of identical nucleotide
matches. As we expect near perfect alignments (to high-qual-
ity genomic sequence), the default fraction identical
threshold is set to 0.96. This and other BLAST filtering

ELXR sequence processing flow for each mRNA/EST sequence queryFigure 1
ELXR sequence processing flow for each mRNA/EST sequence query. 
HTGS, high-throughput genomic sequence.
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parameters may be tuned to user specification in the ELXR
web form.

Occasionally, because of incompleteness of the curated
genome databases, a genomic contig cannot be identified. In
these cases, a secondary BLAST search using the NCBI high-
throughput genomic sequence contigs [15] is used to ensure
that a comprehensive search of all NCBI genomic sequence
resources has been performed.

With mRNA and genomic sequences retrieved, putative exon
locations and splice sites are identified using Sim4 [16]. Sim4
rapidly aligns cDNA sequence to genomic sequence and
reports exon/intron boundaries by sequence position. Users
may add higher sensitivity to small external exons as well as
the removal of input sequence poly(A) tails using checkboxes
on the ELXR web form. These options correspond to the Sim4
'N' and 'P' options, respectively.

Primer3 [17] is used to design PCR primers from sequences
that flank, and are in close proximity to, putative exonic
sequences determined by Sim4 alignments. The ELXR user
interface allows the user to change many of the parameters
used by Primer3, such as primer-annealing temperature,
length, GC content and maximum self-complementarity. In
addition, each designed primer is screened against a repeti-
tive element database to reduce nonspecific priming in PCR
reactions where whole genomic DNA serves as a template.

In many cases, exons are too large to be PCR amplified and
sequenced as a single product, mostly owing to sequence
quality read-length limitations imposed by current high-
throughput fluorescent sequencing technologies. To address
this issue, aligned exons larger than a user-specified optimum
product size are automatically subdivided into segments of
that optimal size where the adjacent segments overlap by 50
base pairs. Primers are designed for PCR amplification of
each overlapping segment. Sequencing of these amplicons
forms an efficient tiling path across a large exon.

To avoid the low-quality base calls that are typically found
near the beginning and end of each sequence, we include a
buffer region between the primer-annealing location and the
point at which high-quality sequence is essential for clearly
detecting sequence variation. The size of this buffer region is
under user control and effectively increases the 50 bp product
overlap that applies to exons with multiple products, and also
adds to the user-defined exon flanking sequence for non-
overlapping PCR products.

Output format
Results from ELXR include a set of hyperlinks consisting of a
Primer3 primer summary for each aligned exon, Sim4
genomic alignments, a primer-pair summary for each aligned
exon, an mRNA coverage assessment, and a FASTA-format-

ted nucleotide sequence which encompasses the query mRNA
sequence. The coverage assessment conveys how much of the
query mRNA sequence was found by an alignment to the par-
ent genomic sequence. If there are more than 10 unaligned
nucleotides at the 5' or 3' ends of the query mRNA, this una-
ligned sequence is also reported to allow the user to run ELXR
a second time in the hope of aligning it to another genomic
contig. Aligned exons as well as introns in this segment are
indicated using annotation similar to that of BLAT-derived
[18] output included in the University of California Santa
Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser [19] in which aligned exon
sequences are presented in upper-case letters and remaining
sequence segments are in lower-case letters. In cases where a
RefSeq accession number is used as input, ELXR highlights
start and stop codons to indicate the location of a protein-
coding region in the genomic sequence and reports the asso-
ciated exon numbers that contain these codons. This informa-
tion is useful in situations where users want to select coding
exons exclusively for resequencing. A graphical representa-
tion of Sim4 aligned gene structure is also provided at the top
of each results page (Figure 2). Each segment representing an
exon is hyperlinked to the Primer3 results page for that exon.
Lastly, all resulting primer designs are compiled into a single
text file that is hyperlinked to allow for easy evaluation and
custom primer ordering.

Validating the method
To provide ample validation of ELXR as an automated
method, a comparison with manual exon processing and
primer design was carried out. Manual exon processing was
performed by lab technicians using online tools that include
the UCSC Genome Browser, NCBI BLAST and Primer3 in
conjunction with numerous cut-and-paste operations.

The 154 exons from the test set of 14 UTSW-PGA genes were
chosen for resequencing in a cohort of 24 individuals and 164
ELXR primer pairs were generated and ordered. The discrep-
ancy between the number of exons and the number of primer
pairs ordered reflects the fact that some larger (mostly
terminal, 3' UTR-containing) exons were covered by multiple

Sample output from ELXRFigure 2
Sample output from ELXR. Graphical depiction of the human 
apolipoprotein M gene structure derived from ELXR's Sim4 component.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R36
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overlapping PCR products. Successfully PCR amplified and
bidirectionally sequenced exons were tallied and compared to
analogous results from a previously analyzed set of 864 man-
ually processed exons (891 PCR products) also from the
UTSW-PGA. The Primer3 parameter for PCR product size
range in Primer3 was set to 350 to 450 bp with 400 being the
optimum size, as most exons can be entirely amplified in this
range. In these comparisons, a successful test was defined as
a resultant single exon-containing product that aligned
appropriately to control sequences for a given sequence align-
ment. The basis for determining success or failure is the com-
bination of quality measures taken at both PCR and
sequencing steps of the exon resequencing process. All syn-
thesized primers as well as PCR products are verified for spe-
cificity and size by agarose gel electrophoresis. We consider
successful those reads for which PCR products have been ver-
ified and where the resulting sequences are properly assem-
bled into a sequence alignment using the Phred/Phrap/
Consed software package [20-22]. Phrap uses a window-
based quality method for aligning high-quality sequences.
Parameters for this method were set to program defaults. All
initial primer designs for both methods were performed using
default ELXRdb parameters. Occasionally, these parameters
were modified when primer designs would fail because of
sequence-specific issues such as very high GC content or low-
complexity regions. This subsequent parameter 'tweaking'
usually corrected all primer design failures. All post-primer
design procedures such as PCR amplification and optimiza-
tion, sequencing, and sequence alignment evaluation were
carried out in identical fashion for both methods.

Evaluations of these datasets based on comparisons of
processing time and success-to-failure percentage revealed
that comparable results were obtained more than eight times
faster using ELXR (Table 1). PCR or sequencing-failure fre-
quency does not appear to be related to whether or not ELXR
was used. For example, PCR failures due to nonspecific prim-
ing or no product at all are approximately the same, varying
by only 1-2%. The above comparison should not be inter-
preted as a test of primer design, as the manual and auto-
mated methods rely on the same primer design algorithm
(Primer3). There is a difference between the two approaches,
however, in that the manual method does not typically rely on
a standard set of parameters for primer design, whereas the
automatic method imposes such a constraint. The fact that
the two methods yielded comparable results indicates that
there is little or no penalty in trading some flexibility in
parameter selection for an increase in speed. In the light of
these observations, the UTSW-PGA group has subsequently
converted from manual processing to the automated ELXR
method.

Database generation and statistics
The accompanying database, ELXRdb, consists of pre-com-
puted ELXR runs for all human, mouse, and rat mRNA

sequences in the NCBI-curated RefSeq project. Creation of
this database required that mRNA entries be processed in a
single batch, and ELXR and Primer3 parameters had to be
standardized. These parameters are available from the ELXR
web site in the 'About' section.

In addition to the experimental validation described above,
we attempted to obtain a more global validation by compar-
ing some of the statistics generated from processing all avail-
able curated RefSeq mRNA entries to those reported in the
literature. Generation of the ELXRdb enabled us to exploit
these aggregate statistics to survey the genome on the basis of
individual ELXR results (Table 2). RefSeq entries processed
were those that have genomic contig accession numbers asso-
ciated with them via LocusLink annotation, greater than 95%
mRNA sequence coverage by alignment to genomic sequence,
and result in little or no erroneous, small exon alignments
from Sim4. Occasionally, Sim4 has trouble aligning small ini-
tial and terminal exons, leading to distorted measures of
intron size and genomic extent. Therefore, Sim4 was run
using the N and P flags. Sim4 also has a basic 'exon core'
determination parameter (maximal segment pair threshold),
K, which is normally set to 16 for aligning to genomic
sequences that are a few kilobase pairs (kb) in length. Typi-
cally, NCBI genomic reference contigs identified with ELXR
are megabase pairs in length, thus increasing the probability
that the Sim4 alignment could be erroneous, especially for
smaller initial and terminal exons. It is recommended in Sim4
documentation that K be increased as genomic length
increases beyond a few kb. In an effort to increase exon spe-
cificity, ELXR dynamically increases K linearly with the
genomic contig length. In addition, we set the minimum exon
size to 8 bp. This number is somewhat arbitrary, but reduced
erroneously large intron sizes in 28 out of 30 gene tests.

Examination of the resulting statistics revealed that with the
exception of genomic extent (length in base pairs from the
beginning of the first exon to the end of the last exon) and

Table 1

Time and performance comparison

Method N PT PS APT/gene

Manual 864 891 84.5% 1.50 h

ELXR 154 164 89.3% 0.18 h

N indicates the number of exons and PT the number of associated 
primer pairs chosen and tested for PCR and sequencing for each 
primer-picking method. PS indicates the percentage of PCR products 
that resulted in high-quality sequence products and subsequent SNP 
detection. APT/gene indicates the average processing time per gene 
using each method. This table is not intended to describe the 
performance of Primer3 (which is used in both methods), but only to 
illustrate that whereas success was comparable with both methods, 
exon identification and primer-pair design was more than eight times 
faster using ELXR compared to nonautomated processing methods.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R36
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mean intron size, statistical measures were comparable to
those originally reported in the literature. This discrepancy
was not completely unexpected, as some Sim4 alignments
resulted from comparing mRNA to genomic contigs that con-
sist of both finished and draft sequence. The alignments to
draft sequence may yield artificially large intron sizes (and
thus genomic extents) due to the inclusion of sequence gaps.

The ELXR program (along with other methods) has an obvi-
ous limitation when genomic sequence is not available for a
given mRNA. Nevertheless, with the NCBI human finished
sequence nearly complete, we found that 93% of all human
RefSeq cDNA entries aligned to genomic sequence with cov-
erage of 95% or higher.

The interface to ELXRdb is designed such that a user can not
only retrieve pre-computed ELXR runs corresponding to Ref-
Seq mRNAs, but also retrieve particular sequence segments
resulting from individual ELXR analyses (Figure 3). These
include 5' or 3' untranslated sequences plus flanking regions,
and exonic or intronic sequences separated into FASTA-for-
matted sequences. This functionality is convenient for use in
other types of analyses such as scanning multiple 5' upstream
regions for conserved DNA motifs in potential promoters.

Alternative uses and future enhancements
ELXR and ELXRdb, as described above, can greatly increase
productivity for any high-throughput SNP sequencing project
or individual investigation by automating most of the steps
before PCR amplification and sequencing of exon-containing
amplicons.

ELXR is also suited for other applications that involve primer
design, determination of exon/intron boundaries and SNP
discovery. These applications include the design of real-time
PCR (RT-PCR) primers for mRNA quantification [20], the
examination of potential exon/intron boundaries to assist in
the evaluation of gene splice variants, the design of PCR prim-
ers to amplify CpG island sequences for methylation studies
[21], and the resequencing of promoters and evolutionarily
conserved noncoding regions of the genome in the search for
SNPs associated with disease [22].

To serve these ends, we have made some of the ELXR param-
eters changeable to extend functionality beyond primer pair
design for exon resequencing specifically. One such
parameter controls the size of the parent genomic segment
that surrounds each aligned mRNA. This segment can be
increased to a maximum of 10,000 bases flanking the 3'- and

Table 2

Statistical assessment of ELXRdb for mouse and human compared with analogous statistics initially reported by the public human 
genome sequencing project

Mouse Human HGC [1]

Dataset

Total RefSeq mRNAs processed 5,110 12,260 1,804

Number of primer pairs successfully 
designed

59,874 179,065

Number of exons processed 44,715 123,757

Single-exon genes 348 853

Averages

Intron size 3,644 bp 4,573 bp 3,365 bp

Internal intron size 3,057 bp 3,876 bp

Exon size 218 bp 244 bp

Exon number 8.7 10 8.8

Initial exon size 204 bp 240 bp

Terminal exon size 633 bp 874 bp

Internal exon size 143 bp 151 bp 145 bp

Coding-sequence nucleotides 1,315 bp 1,558 bp 1,340 bp

Coding sequence amino acids 438 520 447

Genomic extent 38 kb 62 kb 27 kb

Exon statistics were compiled from Sim4. Coding sequences are as defined in GenBank annotation. Empty fields in the HGC column indicate that 
there were no values for these measures provided in [1].
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R36
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5'-most exons. This is useful in studies that involve transcrip-
tional binding site analysis or searching for conserved DNA
motifs in promoter regions of orthologous genes. In addition,
as Sim4-predicted gene structure is a component of the ELXR
output, several individual FASTA-formatted sequence que-
ries may be run using ELXR for detecting splice variants in
mRNA sequences or expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Aligned
exons may be compared at the sequence level by viewing the
ELXR-annotated genomic segment. In addition, other
FASTA-formatted sequences features such as introns or pro-
moter regions can also be used as input. In these cases, Sim4
aligns the feature to a genomic contig, and then Primer3
primers are used to design overlapping PCR products tiling
across the entire input sequence.

As publicly available genome and mRNA resources become
more complete, other organisms will be added to the ELXR
system and ELXRdb will be updated accordingly. One area
where further work is warranted is the instance when high GC
content or low-complexity sequence prohibits optimal primer
design for a given sequence. Future versions of ELXR will
include a method to automatically reanalyze sequences that
fail primer design by relaxing the primer-picking parameters
in Primer3. This can be accomplished now in ELXR, but not
for individual exons. We also hope to include a mechanism by
which users can annotate primer designs, providing feedback
on success or failure and increasing the value of the resource
as a whole.
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